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political parties have neither true command over the people nor
are there real leaders, unafraid and purposeful, like the late Kara type
among them—that's how the reactionaries became powerful to start
with. For instance, if I had recommended another Seiyukai leader as
the Premier to succeed the slain Inukai, just because the Party held the
majority in the Diet, I am afraid another coup against the Cabinet
would have followed."
"Yes-"
"On the other hand, if I had paved the way for a fiery military-
Fascist leader, I should have been afraid that his Administration would
throw the Imperial Constitution to the winds. Where would we have
landed then? So, as you said, I wanted to have a man able to keep the
military-Fascist contingent in check and the party government some-
what intact. I found Admiral Saito. He didn't like the job very well
in the beginning. Although he proved his ability during his Korean
Governor-Generalship many years ago, he was too old, what do we
say, ean old steed is slower than a donkey'?"
"Is it true that the old Satsuma clan adherents supported him
strongly?"
"Huh, they liked the Admiral who was the prot£g6 of former
Premier Admiral Yamamoto of Satsuma, but their support was over-
estimated. By no means could either the Satsuma or the Choshu or
even their combined forces control the country's politics single-handed
today. They don't have the men."
"People talk about the possibility that the President of the House of
Peers, Prince Konoe, may take up the Premiership."
Saionji smiled and shifted his position on the mat.
The 'tea-master' continued: "The rumor goes that since you are
fond of him, you'll put him into the office, but they'd like to koow
when,"
"Do they talk about him? Huh, I like him very much indeed,
as you know, but several things make me hesitate to force him. He fe
popular among the Peers, I think, but he has no political party of,his
own. He has no experience as an active administrative head, especially
in the Cabinet."
"You consider previous ministerial experience an indispensable ;qim$-
fication?"
"Yes, I do, Koizumi-san. And I am afraid he is too youag for fte:
highest post, We have the habit of respecting seniority
: is forty-two orthree. And—"	: -

